
Week 7-English
Lesson 1 

Monday 15th June 2020

L.O: I am learning to write 
haiku.



Chapter 9 
Night of the Turtles

To catch up on any chapters you may have 
missed, click on the link below. 

https://www.slideshare.net/ArsalAhmed4/kensukes-
kingdom-64280180

https://www.slideshare.net/ArsalAhmed4/kensukes-kingdom-64280180


My two plum trees are

So gracious.  See, they flower.

One now, one later.

Winter is coming.

Snow will be arriving soon.

We should rake the leaves.

What is a Haiku?

Starter:

Think about the theme and structure of the poems. 

What did you notice about the poems?



My two plum trees are

So gracious.  See, they flower.

One now, one later.

Winter is coming.

Snow will be arriving soon.

We should rake the leaves.

What is a Haiku?

Three lines in each 
poem.

5 syllables in first line
7 syllables in middle line
5 syllables in final line

Final line is a comment 
or observation on the 
theme.

natural 
theme

Answers:



What is a haiku? 

A haiku is a Japanese poetry form and began during the 17th century. A 
haiku uses just a few words to capture a moment and create a picture in 
the reader's mind. It is like a tiny window into a scene much larger than 
itself.

Traditionally, haiku is written in three lines, with five syllables in the first 
line, seven syllables in the second line, and five syllables in the third line.

Haiku are often written about nature or seasons. 

Today you are going to write Haiku about the ending of chapter 9 when 
the newborn turtles make their journey to sea. 



Read the last part of chapter 9 again.



Chapter 9 
Night of the Turtles



Chapter 9 
Night of the Turtles



Watch this video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYF_vUB
FSsA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYF_vUBFSsA


Vocabulary

Make a list of vocabulary that you could use to write your 
own haiku about the journey of a newborn turtle to the 
ocean. 
As well as your own ideas, don’t forget to add vocabulary 
used in the video or at the end of chapter 9. 



Did you have any of these? 

Vocabularyemerge

hatch survive

nest

hatchling

scuttle

sunset

moonlight
predators



TASK
Write your own haiku about the different stages of a 
turtle making its way to sea. Write at least 3 different 
haiku.

Here are some examples: 

In the moonlit sand,    (5 syllables)
A tiny head emerges,  (7 syllables)
The journey begins.     (5 syllables)

No stopping them now   (5 syllables)
Newborn beautiful turtles  (7 syllables)
Where is the ocean?      (5 syllables)

Many brave hatchlings,   (5 syllables)
Make their way to the ocean,  (7 syllables)
Watch out predators! (5 syllables)

Finally made it, (5 syllables)
Turtles swimming in the sea, (7 syllables)
A new life begins.  (5 syllables)


